Dynamics of cortical theta activity correlates with stages of auditory avoidance strategy formation in a shuttle-box.
By comparing behavioral performance and cortical theta activity (4-8 Hz) on a trial by trial basis we examined how the different behavioral stages of tone-induced avoidance learning in the shuttle-box may be distinguishable by theta power as a potential correlate of changing strategies of information processing. Electrocorticograms with pronounced theta content were recorded across the cortical surface of gerbils during avoidance learning and analyzed in each trial in conjunction with reaction times and unconditioned and conditioned responses. The focus of theta analysis in this paradigm with a 5-s delay between tone and foot-shock onsets was on the 14-s periods after hurdle crossing where feedback information from a trial is available. The strongest theta activity occurred in stage 1 of initial tone conditioning which was sharply reduced to a minimum during stage 2 of optimization of unconditioned escape responses from the foot shock. A few initial successful avoidance responses gave rise to a reversal of the decline of theta activity that later reached a second maximum. A systematic increase of theta activity during this stage 3 of avoidance conditioning was found for the occasional trials with unconditioned responses and not for the increasing number of conditioned responses suggesting that error processing is a major correlate of this new increase of theta power. After the second maximum the theta power slowly declined together with a further improvement of behavioral performance indicating that stage 4 of retrieval of the consolidated avoidance response was reached. The results suggest that behind a previously reported general trend of decreasing theta power with increasing performance in this paradigm there is a hidden microstructure of theta activity across trials which separates stages of avoidance conditioning and is partially mirrored by known changes of prefrontal dopamine release.